10 November 2020
It was a good day for Grants at the Brandon last Saturday, with Messers
Smith and Hastie picking up the two trophies on offer. Grant Smith with a par
round of +4 picked up the low handicap Bermaline trophy and top score of the
day. Grant Hastie snaffled himself +3 to swipe the Barnett Cup from John
Richards.
All in all some great scores, showing that the course is doing nicely after the
recent maintenance programme. Grant Hastie’s score was also the best score
of all the RMF Silva finalists which saw him jump from 28th to 16th and put him
in with a chance of getting the top prize.
Other big movers were Murray Wackrow, Noel Sutton and Richard McKernan.
Steve McCloy still sits top of the pile closely followed by Gav Douglas. We will
look at the RMF Silva Cup final round and all the intricacies in next weeks
prattle.
This weekend we have the Sutherland Cup, which is a mixed day, it’s a
combined stableford pairs. Any pairing is allowed, either get yourself sorted or
let Matt do his magical match making. Normal start times.
The Jolly boys all got home safe and sound. Burglar Bruce was the top player
of the week one point in front of Gaby. Closest tour yet, everyone got at least
two wins even wooden spoonist Davo picked up a head to head win over
Bruce. I think the story of the week goes all the way back to the very first
round at Kelvin Heights, after travelling down there with a couple of sherbets
on the bus, dropping off our gear then straight to the course. Then Perry “I
don’t drink cos my body is a temple” Hunt, won the honour of hitting the first
drive of the tour. Spun himself in a circle like he was trying to swipe a wasp
with a scythe and moved the ball about 2 metres, still about 20 metres behind
the ladies tee. Over fits of laughter the tour was declared open, by the way his
second shot cleared the ladies tee by about 6 inches, but he did half the hole
with a shot in 6. Superb fun, wonderful courses, great mates.
See you around the course. Good golfing .

